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INTRODUCTION
COMPARISON OF MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS, AND REASONS
FOR MAKING THE INVESTIGATIONS.
The principle advantage claimed for the automatic telephone
system is the fact that connections are rn^de automatically.
The telephone girl is done away with and in her place is a mech-
anism which never makes a mistake. If the subscriber's station
is in proper adjustment, and the right number is operated, the
right connection will always be obtained. There is no delay in
making connections, as there may be in the manual system due to
careless operators. When in proper adjustment the automatic sys-
tem is superior to the manual in the survice given to subscribers,
It is quicker, les^ liable to mistakes and is more secret.
.
There is an advantage claimed from the fact, that there is
no limit to the number of subscribers that may be taken care of
by one automatic exchange, which is not the case with the manual
system. Besides this the cost of the automatic exchange increases
but little more than directly with the number of lines, while the
cost of the manual exchange increases approximately with the
square of the number of lines. This makes the automatic system
especially adapted to very crowded city'systems. Another advantage
claimed, is that small automatic exchanges take very little space
and need very little attention. This makes it possible where the
subscriber stations are very widely scattered to install a num-
ber of little exchanges in stores or buildings, used for other
purposes as well as for the exchange. This causes a great saving

in copper, as the wires leading to each exchange will be short
and only a small number, of trunks between the different exchanges
will be needed. One man may take care of several of these ex-
changes, so that exchange maintenance expense is increased but
little. The shortening of the lines also decrease the line main-
tenance expense.
The tendanoy of the age is towards automatic machinery for
all purposes because it has been found to be more reliable,
serving its purpose better and at a much smaller cost than in
manual systems, and it is claimed that the automatic telephone
system is no exception to this rule.
The principle disadvantage charged against the automatic
telephone system is that there are too many small parts which
are liable to be out of adjustment. This is, however, disputed
by those favoring the use of the automatic system, who claim
that the switching apparatus is not much more complicated than
a common battery manual exchange and that the various parts of
the automatic mechanism are so well designed that the per cent
of such trouble is not great enough to be a serious disadvantage*
The line must be in a little better condition in the automatic
system than in the manual, but in either system the line must
be free from grounds and crosses, in order to give good service,
and must therefore have -a fairly high insulation resistance.
There is some disadvantage claimed in that the method of
calling from the subscriber's station is not as simple as in
the manual. The answer to this, is that a person of intelligence
enough to look up a subscriber's number ought to understand

the directions for the use of the phone, and they are simple
enough that anyone should be able to call up a second time with-
out any directions or assistance.
When the automatic system was firstput into use, it was
not quite as flexible as the manual system, but it is now devel-
oped so that it is as much, if not more flexible than the manual.
Trunking between different automatic exchanges is done, just the
same as between different switches in the exchange. TrunXing fro:
automatic to manual switchboards is done successfully. Long dis-
tance calls are taken care of thru operators on manual switch-
boards, in the same manner as in manual systems.
The ooject of this thesis is to investigate these advan-
tages and disadvantages which are claimed for the automatic
telephone exchange system, to give a description of the appara-
tus used, and to determine the running conditions, the general
efficiency and the cost of operating the system.

4.
DESCRIPTION
General Description of System: Buildings and Equipment.
The system under consideration comprises three automatic
exchanges: one located in Champaign, one in Urbana and the pri-
vate exchange of the University of Illinois. The towns Champaign
and Urbana are located in a fertile farming country about 50
miles east and 20 miles north of the geographical center of
the state. They are typical country towns with small business
centers and scattered outlying residence districts. The busi-
ness centers of the two towns are about two miles apart and
located midway between them are the grounds of the state Univer-
sity. Champaign has a population of 16000, and 1000 automatic
subscribers, while Urbana has a population of 8000 with only
300 automatic telephones in use.
The Champaign exchange is located on the corner of Neil
and Clark streets at the south side of the business district.
It occupies a neat two story, pressed brick building, designed
expressly for the exchange. The general offices of the Home
Telephone Company of Champaign County are on the first floor at
the east end of the building, while at the rear is the well
lighted work room for repairing and testing. In the basement is
a gas engine, generator unit for battery charging, and the store
of construction material. Here also enter all of the cables
which are carried up to the second floor where they are fanned
out on the distributing frame. The second floor of the building
is divided into three rooms; the main room containing the auto-

imtic switches, wirechief desk, the ringing machines, the mer-
cury vapor rectifier and the power switchboard: the four posi-
tion manual board occupies the larger of the othar rooms and
the smaller room contains two storage batterieB of 25 cells and
160 ampere hours each.
The automatic switches are arranged in three groups. The
switches for the 350 party lines form one of these and the other
two groups are composed of the single line switches. The capaci-
ty of the exchange as it stands is 500 single party lines and
50 two party lines and 300 four party lines, or a total of 1800
phones. There is space for installing 500 more single party
switches and 250 party line switches, giving an ultimate capaci-
ty of 3200 telephones, about five times the number in use when
the installation was designed.
The Urbana plant is less pretentious, occupying a single
room at the rear of 215 W. Main St. The installation consists
of switches for 150 party lines and 300 single lines, with the
recusite distributing frame, small power board, and a Harmonic
converter set, a duplicate of the one used in the Champaign ex-
change. The two storage batteries are placed just below in the
basement, having 25 cells each with a capacity of 80 ampere hours.
The line construction is almost entirely lead covered
cable, placed under ground in conduits in the business districts
and carried on poles in alleys in the residence districts. The
distributing cans are so placed that the bare wires are seldom
more than two blocks in length. This high grade line construc-
tion 'is necessitated by the comparatively high potential of 48

volts carried on the wires, and by the use of the ground return
in operating the switches, as satisfactory operation requires
an insulation resistance greater than 130,000 ohms.
General Description of Automatic Equipment.
Every subscriber's station is connected with the exchange
by two wires, of the same size as is used in manual systems.
In calling from one sub. station to another, the lines are used
as two seperate circuits with ground returns. One of the lines
is called the vertical or V line, and is used with its ground
return to communicate with the the automatic exchange, the value
of each digit of the number being called. The other line called
the rotary or R line, is used to distinguish between the differ-
ent digits of the number. The two lines together giving a me-
talic circuit, are used when the connection is made between the
two sub stations, for ringing and talking.
Method of Calling
The subscriber's set is equipped with a dial, with ten
holes around its circumference, of a sufficient size for in-
serting the finger. The holes are numbered 1. 2. 3'. ....8. 9. 0.
When one subscriber^ wishes to call up another subscriber,
he first lifts -the receiver from the switch hook, and then puts
his finger in the hole of the number he is calling ( which in
the case of the number 2345, is 2 ). He next draws the dial
down- around until his finger is against a stop which is fasten-

ed to the frame of the sub. set. He then withdraws his finger,
and the dial springs back to its original position. When the
dial has corae to rest he puts his finger in the hole of the next
number (which in this case is 3) and draws this down to the stop,
letting it spring back, in the same manner as for the first digit.
This process is repeated for all of the remaining digits, which
puts the subscribers' in direct connection. The calling subscri-
ber then pushes a push button which is held in the frame of his
sub. set, which rings the bell of the called subscriber, who
when he lifts his receiver from its switch hook makes conversa-
tion between the two possible. The connection is completly brok-
en when the calling subscriber hangs his receiver back on its
hook again.
The connections are made thru selecting and connecting
switches at the exchange. In the original automatic system^ altho
only in the case of the party lines of this exchange, the sub-
scribers' lines end in what are known as the first selector
switches. In the single party lines of this exchange however
the lines pass thru what is known as a Keith line switch before
entering the first selector. This line switch is described later,
and causes no essential change in the system.
The first selector switch consists essentially of a forked
wiper, the two prongs of which are the two terminals of the two
lines from the subscriber's station.
The mechanism of the switch causes the wipers to be lifted
up and rotated over a series of contacts which carry on the con-
nection thru similar switches to the subscriber's line desired.

This elevation and rotation of the wipers is preformed by-
means of two electromagnetically operated pawls which strike
into sets of vertical and horizontal notches in a shaft which
carries the forked wipers.
The subscriber's set calling devise is a kind of an in-
terrupter. It makes first, as many instantaneous grounds on the
V line as the number on the dial, brought down by the subscriber,
and second it makes one and only one ground on the R line imme-
diately following tha V grounds.
As -soon as a ground is made on one of these lines at the
subscriber's end, a circuit is closed thru the line, a storage
battery and relay magnet back thru the ground to the subscriber's
station. Altho this ground is held on the line but for an instant,
it is long enough to cause an electrical impulse to flow and
the relay to operate. These relays relay on the electrical im-
pulses to strong electro magnets which operate the switches.
In the case of the V grounds the electro magnet thru which
the current is relayed is called the vertical magnet, and this
causes the shaft holding the wipers to be lifted, by attracting
the pawl into the notches on the shaft and then releasing the
pawl allowing it to spring back and lift the shaft a notch with
it, each time an electric impulse passes thru the magnet.
The R ground immediately following the V grounds changes
the condition of the circuit so that V grounds for the second
digit of the number do not cause the shaft of this first selec-
tor to be raised any further (as would be the case if the cir-
cuit were no changed)

In the number taken in the example (2345) the wipers are
lifted two times in the first selector due to the first tv/o V
grounds. The single, following R ground caused an electric im-
pulse to be relayed thru the Private magnet which moves a switch
called the side switch from its first (or normal) position to
a second position. This closes a circuit thru a battery, an in-
terrupter and the rotary magnet, which causes the rotary pawl
to operate giving the shaft and its wipers horizontal rotary im-
pulses, moving the wipers over the contacts.
The side switch remains in the second position, still
giving rotary impulses because of the interrupter, to the wipers,
until the wipers strike a contact which is not busy in making
some other connections. On reaching this first idle contact the
side switch is moved to a third position, shutting off the bat-
tery and interrupter thru the rotary magnet and causing the wiper
to remain on the contact. The busy line has a ground on it while
the idle line has none. This busy gfcound causes a current to
flow thru the private magnet locking it in its second position.
The contacts are spaced close enough togeathar that the wiper
always is touching one or tv/o of the sets of contacts, thus pre-
venting any interruption of the busy current thru the private
magnet until all of the busy lines are passed over.
Each of these sets of contacts on the first selector run
to the second selectors, which are switches very similar in con-
struction and action to the first selectors.
In the case of the example call (2345) the shaft ana
wipers of the second selector are raised three notches, by the
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operation of the second digit at the subscriber's station put-
ting the wipers on a level with the row of trunk contacts lead-
ing to the 2300 's. The R impulse following the V impulses puts
the wipers on the first of these idle trunk contacts, by the
action of the side switch similarly as was done in the first
selector. The sets of contacts from the second selectors lead
to connector switches, in the case of the number taken. These
connector switches are similar in construction to the first and
second selectors but are somewhat different in their action.
The result of the operation of the third digit, the 4, lifts
the wipers on the connector, four notches placing them level
with the connector row of contacts leading to any line of the
ten in the 2340' s In this case the R ground, following the four
V grounds. puts the side s7/itch in its second position, but this
movement in the connector, ( instead of putting an interrupter
thru the rotary magnet as in the first and second selectors)
causes the last five V impulses to Jass thru the rotary magnet,
thus letting the wipers move to the set of contacts leading to
the line 2345.
Had the line 2345 been busy the last R ground following
the five V grounds, would have caused the connector switch to be
released due to a ground on the busy line, which would cause
an impulse to pass thru the release magnet. The first and second
selectors would' however still remain connected and their circuit
is so connected with the busy signal that after pressing the
ringing button at the subscriber's station a continuous busy
signal is given in the receiver.

1 1
.
The oomplete release of all the switches is accomt dished
by the calling subscriber hanging back his receiver on its switch
hook. This gives an instantaneous ground to both of the lines,
(the V and the R) at the same instant, causing an impulse to pass
thru the release magnet of all of the switches. This re lease mag-
net allows the parts of the switches to spring back to their
normal position.
Had the exchange been equipped to take c^re of 100,000 in-
stead of 10,000, and the example call had been such a number as
23456, the subscriber ' s operation on his dial of the 4, would have
brought the connection to a third selector, identical with the
second selector, from which switch the connection would then be
brought to the connector. The single lines in the Champaign and
Urbana exchanges, and in all of the latest automatic exchanges
terminate in what is called a Keith line switch. These switches
are much simpler and cheaper than the first selector switches,
and by their use only ten first selector switches per hundred
subscribers are made necessary.
It has been found out by experience thai more than ten
lines out of a hundred are never busy at the same time. For this
reason the exchange is equipped ordinarily with ten second se-
lectors and ten connectors for each hundred subscriber lines.
When Keith switches are used ten first selectors are used, but
when they are not used one hundred first selectors must be used,
per hundred subscriber lines.
For each switch there are a hundred sets of contacts, ten
rows of ten each. These are called the banks. In the first se-
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lector bank, each of the hundred sets of contacts leads to a
different second selector. Each of the horizontal rows contains
ten trunk lines wired to second selectors, each of which are
connected in a similar way to a hundred different connectors.
The second selectors may select connectors only in the partic-
ular thousand corresponding to their first selector bank level
numbers. The particular hundred of the thousand is selected by
the level of the second selector used. The selection of the last
two digits is made after reaching the connector with its hundred
lines ending in it, of the particular thousand and hundred pick-
ed out.
The esential parts of the calling mechanism of the subscri-
ber's set is the aseambled dial. On the inside of the dial is
attached a frame oontainning two sets of notches, forming arcs
of circles a little smaller than the arc formed by the numbered
holes in the dial. Each of these sets of notches passes thru pro-
jections on a spring, which is moved by the notches when the dial
is operated to cause movement of t3ae notches. The notches are
arranged at 45° with the spring so that their movement in one
direction pushes the spring one way and their return movement
pushes the spring in the other direction. The notches are spaced
far enough apart so that there is a certain time, between the
passage of two notches over the spring projections, when the
spring is not touched by the notches.
One of the sets of notches is so spaced, that when the
dial is brought around from any numbered hole to the stop, (as
is done in calling the number) as many notches pass thru the

spring projections as the number operated. On the way down this
spring is pushed away from a grounded spring which is normally
about a sixteenth of an inch to one side of it, but when the dial
springs back to its normal position, after the removal of the
finger from the hole, the notches cause their spring thru whose
projections they pass to push against the grounded spring, giv-
ing as many instantaneous grounds as the number operated. In this
spring the V line ends and this is the cause of the numbered
grounds on the V line.
The other set of notches contains, for the party line sets
only one notch which is a little further down on the arc than
the notches of the other set. This notch on the returning of the
dial causes the spring in wMch the R line ends to be given the
single R ground following the numbered V grounds. For the Keith
type of subscriber's sets the notch is a straight notch instead
of at an angle, so that the R ground is given both on the way
down and on the return of the dial.
The release is obtained by means of the action of the
switch hook. On the hook is a 45° notch which on the way up
pushes a V spring away from an R spring and grounded spring,
but on the way down presses all three together giving the grounds
on both lines at the same time.

14.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Two and Four Party Linos and Equipment.
One of the special features of the exchange is the four
• party line selective ringing system. The selective ringing is
accomplished by ringers tuned to respond to different frequen-
cies of alt -mating current. The appearance of the ringer is
similar to that of the common polarized bridging ringer but
differs by having strikers of several different weights, and
the armature is supported by a brass reed instead of two pivots.
The reeds vary in thickness according to the frequency of the
ringer, the heaviest on the 16 cycle ringer and the lightest
on the 66 cycle, and aid considerably in fixing the frequency of
the ringer.
The striker weights are attached to the armature by light
flexible rods thru their center and are fastened to it by a set
screw. This allows the period of vibration to be adjusted slight-
ly by changing the position of the striker weight.
The substation of each party line subscriber is provided
with a lock out devise which prevents him from sending any
switching impulses over the line when someone else is using it.
This is accomplished by the lock out coil shown in 'the sketch.
The stamping A is suspended from the reciever hook and raised
and lowered with it, moving thru slots in M and N. The lock out
coil has one terminal connected to ground during the time that
the receiver hook is moving upward.
• If the line is not in use when the receiver is taken off
there will be no action of the lock out due to the fact that

Lock Out Mechanism

there is no battery on the rotary line of the party line, when
its switch is in the normal position. But, if the switch is be-
ing used the main batteries will be on the rotary line, which
will send current thru the lock out coil to ground during the
time the hook is rising. The armature M will be attracted and
will pull the piece A over to the left so that the projection
P will raise N and allow it to be held by spring S. The con-
tact between G g and G, will be broken, so that no ground can
reach the calling mechanism; also the contacts and R.L. will
be broken t] rowing the transmitter in series with the lock out
coil which effectually prevents any use of that phone for con-
versation. As it does not prevent hearing the conversation al-
ready in progress, evesdropping is not entirely done away with,
yet it is greatly diminished due to the fact that it is entire-
ly accidental as the only bells that are ringing are those of
the person called.
The number of switching springs in the party line sub. set
is 100$ greater than that of the single party sub. set, and as
this is the part that requires the most attention from the in-
spector, it might be thought that the complication would prove
too great for good working. The results of the trial of the
system are so satisfactory, however, that quite a. number of sub-
scribers who first ordered single party lines, have had them re-
placed with twoparty business instruments, as the price was less
and the service equally satisfactory.
The switches used on the party lines are very similar to
those used on the single party lines. Each line ends in a par-
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ticular switch which is known as its first selector, practical-
ly the same as the switch on the single party lines. The main
difference between the two types is that the party line switch
is provided with a devise which allows it to call its own line
without getting the busy release on the connector. This busy
release 1b given on the single party line switches by the "pri-
vate normal", a circuit that is grounded at the first selector
when that switch is used in making a connection. The "private
normal" terminates at the contact in the private bank of the
connectors of that particular hundred lines, corresponding to
the pair of contacts on the lower bank of those connectors,
which are used for calling on the line of that particular first
selector. The devise consists of a low resistance relay in series
with each wiper. The relays act on springs which control the
connector of the private normal to the ground and are so arrang-
ed that a current passed thru the rotary line only, opens the
private normal circuit; a current passed thru the vertical line
only, does not affect the private normal circuit, while current
passed thru both lines at once puts ground on the private normal
through another contact.
The selective ringing is accomplished by dividing the con-
nectors into four groups in the case of four party lijies, or
two groups for the two party lines. The contact banks of all the
groups are multipled tegether but each group has a different
frequency of ringing current brought to the ringing relays and
the trunks of each group are connected to a different level on
the second selectors. With this arrangement one can ring any one
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of the telephones on a four party line by calling one of four
numbers which differ only in the second digit. Thus one four
party board is numbered from 2300 to 2699 so that by calling
2325, connection is made with the line ending at switch 25 on
that board and 16 cycle ringing current is impressed upon it,
calling 2425 sends 3? cycle ringing current on that line, call-
ing 2525 sends 50 cycle ringing current onto it and calling 2625
sends 66 cycle ringing current over the same line.
These different frequencies of ringing oarrent are gener-
ated by the Harmonic Converter set. The Harmonic Converter set
consists of two complete sets of pole changers and two "busies",
mounted on slate bases in a glass case and supported by a neat
oaK. cabinet, containing the transformers and condensers belong-
ing with the pole changer sets. Each set comprises, a 16 cycle,
33 cycle, 50 cycle, 66 cycle, pole changer and the"basy."
These pole changers resemble their ringers of their par-
ticular frequency in appearance, having similar coils, mounted
v/ith a permanent magnet M. The armature is also supported by
a reed, with a weight of the same size on the rod, regulating the
frequency of vioration. Two springs carrying platinum points at S3
and S2 are connected to the middle of the storage battery thru
the primary winding of the transformer T, and are mounted on
the armature but insulated from it. The points P.^ and Pg , con-
nected to the + and - terminals of the battery are mounted over
S-j_ and Sg respectively and can be adjusted as close to them as
desired, which should be about l/32" when armature is at rest.
When the armature is in mid position the current flows thru the

coil causing the right end of the armature to be pulled toward
the coil. This makes contacts between and P-j^ and the rod sup-
porting the weight strikes S and opens the circuit thru the coil.
Then the armature is carried back by the weight so that and SjJ
break snd Pr, and S make contact and the current also flows thru
the coils again. In the way the alternating current is sent thru
the transformer T it would have a rather flat topped wave. The
shape of the wave is improved and the sparking at the contacts
is decreased by the condensers of the proper dimentions placed
in parallel with the transformer primary. The frequency of the
current produced by each pole changer is determined by the v/eight
on the rod hung from the armature and the thickness of the brass
supporting reed. A set of four party line ringers are bridged
across a jack mounted on the power boarc1 so that the secondary
of any of the pole changers can be conveniently connected to it
and they are each adjusted to produce a current of the proper
frequency to ring the bell of that frequency without disturbing
any of the others.
The busy signal is produced by placing In combination with
an interrupter of relatively high rate of vibration, another
interrupter of relatively low rate of vibration. The two inter-
rupters cooperate to produce an interrupted current of high fre-
quency.

19.
Single Party Lines - Keith Line Switch
The single party lines are grouped in hundreds as are the
party lines but the mechanism used is different; instead ol hav-
ing one first selector on every line, each line ends in a line
switch as previously described. The duties preformed by the line
switch are connecting the line to an idle first selector when
the subscriber starts to call and releasing the first selector
as soon as the call is ended. The reason for using this ad< i-
tional switch is that, it is much cheaper to construct than the
first selector and as it decreases the number of first selectors
from one to every line, to 10 to every 100 lines, the first cost
of the installation is considerably reduced.
The hundred line switches, with their master switch and
the ten connectors are grouped together and form a Keith type
or barrel switch. The first and second selectors for this hun-
dred lines are placed in two glass inclosed groups containing
the selectors for 500 such lines or five Keith switches.
The line switch has five parts, the bank containing the
multiple terminals of the ten first selector trunks, the trip
magnet, the release magnet, the bridge cut off relay and the
plunger. There are four sets of contacts in each of- the positions
in the bank of each line switch. Three of these connect with
one of the first selectors: they are the rotary, vertical and
release trunks respectively, the first two connect with the line,
the third with the release magnet. The fourth pair of contacts
completes a circuit to the master switch contact, corresponding
to that position so that when the line sv/itch plunges in on that

trunk the master switch will receive current from the contact
and cause the idle plungers to take a position opposite the next
trunk. The plunger of the line switch is guided toy the master
switch when the line is not in use it is pointing at an idle
trunk position, it is controled toy the trip magnet and tl e re-
lease magnet | the trip magnet plunks it in as soon as the dial
of the telephone is moved, or when either line is grounded, the
release magnet pulls the plunger out when the receiver is hung
up, or when tooth lines are simultaneously connected to the earth.
The bridge out off magnet seperates the vertical and rotary line
when the plunger has tripped or that line is called.
The master switch on the barrel style or Keith type switch
is mounted on the top of the switch and consists electrically
of two relays and the driving magnet, and mechanically of a
notched wheel carrying pins which engage levers controlling the
position of the shafts guiding the line switch plungers. The
horizontal wheel is about 8 inches in diameter, carries eight
posts on which are secured brass rings 3/8" X l/4", and has
eighty notches in its run. The posts are equally spaced on the
upper side of the outer edge of the wheel, and half of them en-
gage four lever arms which are each fastened to one of the shafts
of the plunger guides. The levers are held against the ring by
light coiled springs, and the wheel is kept from moving backwards
under their action toy a ratchet which engages the notches on the
rim. The wheel is rotated by a pawl carrying an arm fastened
on the armature of the driving magnet. The master switch relay
is energized form the contacts corresponding to the various





trunk positions and it closes the circuit thru the open main re-
lay and the driving switch. The open main relay opens the main
"battery circuit of all the trip magnets on the board preventing
the line switches from plunging in on any trunks while the master
switch is in action. The driving magnet which operates the wheel
has an interrupter connected with the moving arm so that the
armature is kept in motion as long as current is passing thru
the magnet.
The connectors are mounted on the base of the Kieth types
to save the cable as much as possible, between the line switches
and the corresponding bank contacts of the connector multiples.

MANUAL FEATURES
All the human intelligence of the system is concentrated
at five operating positions: the toll lines, farmer lines and
information occuppy three positions of a four position manual
switch board: one position being left blank to take care of
future increase in farmer lines or toll lines. The other two
positions are at the wire chief and trouble clerk desk. Each of
the positions are fitted with a head receiver, suspended trans-
mitter and corresponding drops together with two multiples for
each line, one set placed within reach of the toll . operator
the other at the blank position. The system ha'o 33 farmer lines
with 1 to 9 phones or each line, these sub. sets are equipped
with the Hibbard type four party selective ringing, biased bells
being used. Ten trunks from the automatic part of the exchange
end at this position in Jacks and are provided with lamp signals.
Mounted below these jacks are those belonging to the out going
trunks to the main exchange. The cord circuits are of the three
wire common battery Kellogg type, using the third wire for sup-
ervisory Iwwp circuit. There are three keys in each circuit,
the ring back key, which also locks in what corresponds to the
listening position on the first key and.connects the operator's
automatic calling devise, to the calling plug; .the third key
controls the repeating coil circuit. On the right of the position
are placed the four selective ringing keys for the farmer line
selective ringing system.
The tibll position is fitted with Jacks and drops for the
toll lines, seven of which are in use. Here the trunks from the





automatic system end. at ten keys each provided with a signal
lamp. By depressing the key corresponding to a lighted lamp the
operator connects the subscriber to her talking circuit. To com-
plate the toll call she must obtain the party desired and call
the subscriber automatically. The out going trunks to the main
exchange are similar to those of the farmer lines.
SUPERVISION
Information is provided with trunks ending at similar keys
There are three sets of trunks, the information trunks, the
traffic trunks, and the fire alarm system of each of the two
towns. The traffic trunks are connected to the number recently
taken out? of use. Thus anyone calling such a number is informed
thereof and prevented from reporting trouble when there is none.
The fire alarm system is arranged for calling up all the
fireman's residences at one time. There are nineteen firemen so
connected in the Champaign system. The Urbana fire department
has twelve. The trunks for reporting fire lead to this position
and are wired in such a way that only the operator can release
the switch of the person calling, so that the idenity of the
person giving the alarm can be determined whenever desired; this
is to guard against false alarms.
The wire chief's desk is provided with a Weston double
scale voltmeter, which is used to make measurements on two test
circuits that are brought to keys on this desk. One circuit is
connected to the test plug suspended over the terminal rack,
1
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the other to the plug at the Urbana terminal rack. By depressing
the proirer key the resistance between lines, or either line and
the ground can be measured in either direction from the terminal
rack. There are 16 different keys located at this position for
various special tests and by one, the line of anyone calling in
can be connected to a set of three switches so that the entire
operation of the call can be observed. The trouble clerk's pos-
ition is supplied with several in comming and two out going
trunks: four trouble trunks, two dead level trunks, all ending in
keys and signal lamps.
TIME CONSULTED IN AUTOMATIC CONNECTIONS
The following data was obtained by averaging the time ob-
server in over 100 different calls taken at random in the Cham-
paign exchange and includes calls to the University exchange
and to Urbana. The time required to complete a call is seldom
over 10 sec. and the average time required to make the connec-
tions from the first movement of the dial till the ring button
was pressed was found to be 7 3/4 sec. The length of time re-
quired varied according to the sum of the digits of the number
so that a small number like 1211, required only 5 sec. to com-
plete the connection.
The average time or answering was 10 seconds, and it was
noted that the calling party usually waited 25 seconds after
ringing before making another trial. The average length of con-
versation was 104 seconds; People making calls of a social na-
ture sometimes talk 15 or 20 minutes.
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The number of calls taxing place in one day at the Cham-
paign exchange was obtained by counting the number of connector
switches in use at five minute intervals during one day. Know-
ing the average length of call the total number of calls for that
day was calculated.
Total calls from 10 A.M. Jan. 31 to 10 A.M. Feb. 1 = 5274
Calls from 10 A.M. to 11 A.M. 398
it ii 11 it n 12 M. 394
it it 12 M it 1 P.M. 301
H ii 1 P.M. ii 2 ii 503
H ii 2 it n 3 it 390
ii H 3 it it 4 ii 338
u ii 4 u it 5 w 356
II it 5 1) it 6 u 446
u u 6 II it 7 11 297
« n 7 u it 8 u 183
u 8 n 9 It 77
u 9 « ii 10 II 43
If II 10 u it 11 If 17
11 II 11 u it 12 M 10
u IJ 12 M ii 6 A.M. 28
u u 6 A.M. it 7 it 152
u II
- 7 it ii 8 it 204
u II 8 it it ii 408
if II 9 ii tt 10 ii 443

POWER BOARD AND STORAGE BATTERIES
The power for the entire automatic system is obtained from
storage batteries and therefore there is an installation of them
at each exchange. The two installations are similar in many re-
spects but that of the Champaign exchange has twice the capacity
of the Urbana plant. The storage batteries are of the combined
Plant e and Faure type made by the Cloride Accumulator Co. of
Philadelphia Pa. The positive plate being of the Plante type
while a pasted or Faure negative plate is used. The cells are
contained in glass jars and have their terminals burned togeather.
Each exchange has tv/o batteries of 25 cells each, arranged with
23 cells permanently connected togeather and the other tv/o calls
used as end cells. The terminals of each cell are connected to
one of a bank of jacks on the power switch board and the low
reading scale of the voltmeter can be connected to a two wire
plug which fits these jacks. Thus the voltage of any cell can
be tested vary conveniently. The pressure leads are all fused
with one ampere fuses near the battery.
The power switch boards are mounted on marble pannels:
the marble is pink veined with grey and makes a very handsome
board. The Champaign board is tv/o panels v/ide. On one panel is
mounted, the vol ometer, the rectifier four pole double throw
switch for changing from a low voltage to a higher one, the rec-
tifier float switch and machine float switch. There are also
mounted on this panel the jacks of the battery pressure leads,
a 20 ampere over load fuse in the generator circuit and the
heavy fuses of exchange battery leads. The other contains the |

Bwitoh board D.C. ammeter, the double pole double throw switches
|
of each battery, connecting either to the main or charging busses,
the end cell sv/itches of each battery, the switches controlling
the Harmonic set and its fuses; the generator field rheostat,
and the resistance in series with the generator armature. Also
two switches for connecting the ammeter and voltmeter in the
various circuits. The switch board instruments are of the Y.'eaton
round sv/itch board type, the voltmeter having two scales 1-3
and 30 - 80 volts respectively. The ammeter reads 0-40 amperes.
The power board in the Urbana office is of the same mater-
ial and style; the instruments and their arrangement are much
the same; As there are no charging machines only one panel is
required.
The current for charging the storage batteries is obtain-
ed from two sources entirely independent of each other; a mer-
cury arc rectifier and a gas engine generator unit.
The mercury vapor rectifier, made by the General Electric
Company, rating 45 to 115 volts and 40 amperes, is located near
the power board in the main exchange room, a place very conven-
ient for operation. The rectifier installation consists of: a
220 volt one to one transformer for insulating the Installation
from the power plant, an auto-transformer for obtaining large
variations in voltage, and, the slate panel supporting the re-
ctifier proper together with its starting resistance and in-
ductance and the devise for obtaining small variations in pres-
sure. The panel is supplied with a two pole single throw sv/itch
for connecting the installation to the A.C. power leads, A sin-
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gle pole double throw starting switch, tilting handle for the
rectifier bulb and at the top of the board is placed a double
pole over load circuit breaker in the direct current circuit.
On the following page is given the data of the test of
the rectifier under working conditions. The duration of the test
was 3l/2 hours: simultaneous direct current pressure and cur-
rent readings were taken every fifteen minutes to determine the
pov/er output. The power input was obtained from the integrating
wattmeter on the supply mains. The wattmeter was read at the
beginning and of the test and the value obtained was corrected
by subtracting the pov/er required to drive the Holtzer-Cabot
ringing machine during tne time of test* The rectifier was found
to require 1180 watts A.C. to deliver 1000 watts D.C. at the
required pressure at the battery terminals. This gives the in-
stallation including the transformer an efficiency of 84.7fj,
and ^ives a cost of 7.08 cents per K.W.hour for direct current.
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COST OF OPERATION
Cost of Operating Mercury Vapor Rectifier at the
Champaign Office of the Home Telephone Company.
Time E I v;atts
2*30 P.M. 52. 8 21. 5 1136-X _L. *J \J
53. JLJL V -v
52. 9 19 5 xuoo
53. 18 5 981«-/ O JL
53. 7 21 n ?7
53.8 20.0 1076
54.0 20.8 1098
54.4 21.5 J-JL i /5
54.2 20.5 1112
54.6 20.5 1120
55.0 20.7 1140
55.3 19.9 1101
55. 4 19 .
1
1059
56.1 20. 5 1151
6:00 P.M. 56.6 20.5 1160
Average = 1105
K.W. hours recorded on
meter 5200
K.W. hours to drive
ringing machine . 630
K.W. hours to operate
rectifier . . . 4.570
1 307
2 105 =* H80 watts input per
K.W. received by battery
Cost of power = 6 cents per
K.W. hour.
1.18 X .06 = 7.08 cents cost
of K.W. hour for charging
battery
1000
1180
rectifier
= 84.7fa Efficiency of
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The eng ;.ne and generator set pre located in one corner of
the basement, but the field excitation is regulated at the power
board in the main exchange room. The generator is a four pole
conpound,2»41Ulmachine made by the Holtzer Cabot Electric Company
of Boston Mass. rated at 60 volts and 40 amperes. It is direct
connected to a 5 H.P. gas engine running at 340 R.P.H. The gas
engine is provided with two heavy fly wheels to give steady run-
ning but has a hit and miss governor which acts by holding the
exhaust valve open when the speed rises above a certain amount.
This gives economical governing but causes considerable momen-
tary variation in the current output of the generator when charg-
ing the storage batteries. The governor on the engine seemed
very sluggish, producing a variation of 26$ in the current at
times, the voltage on the bus bars being maintained constant by
the batteries. The weight of the fly wheels held the momentary
variations down to 2$ when the governor was not in action but
the explosions could be counted at any time by watching the
ammeter needle.
The above observations were made during a test for the
comparison of the two sources of charging current under actual
running conditions. The data for the gas engine test will be
found on the following page. On account -s>f the greater variation
in the current the output- was read every minute. Record was mv.de
of the gas consumed by the engine by counting the revolutions
of the five foot pointer. on the gas meter dial.
A run of 39 minutes gave the data shown from which the
following results were calculated.
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Consumption of gas = 130 cu. ft. per K.W. nr.
Cost of gas = $1.25 per 1000 ft.
Cost per K.W. hr. for current delivered at batteries =
16 l/4 cents.
This comparative test tho rather rough in some ways shows
very definitely in favor of the mercury rectifier, the cost of
charging by the gas engine is 2.3 times that of the rectifier
at the present prices paid for gas and electricity. The recti-
fier is easier to manipulate, gives better regulation, steadier
current, always under observation, no cost for cooling water or
oil. Therefor the gas engine, generator unit is used only when
absolutely necessary, at times for instance when the rectifier
is being used to charge the batteries at the Urbana exchange.
Urbana exchange has at present no independent means of charging
its batteries, all of the charging current being transmitted
from Champaign thru 16 pairs of the trumK. cable and the ground
return. This arrangement is not entirely satisfactory, there is
some anxiety on account of the insulation strains as the pressure
is over 100 volts between the cable sheath and the conductors
when the battery is near13^ charged.
Some trouble is experienced due to momentary earth currents
due to the street cars, these sometimes cause a variation of
50fo in charging current and annoy the attendent- by frequently
tripping the circuit breaker. The pulsating nature of the current
from the rectifier also produces noise in the trunk cable. There-
fore it has been decided to install another rectifier in Urbana
as soon as convenient.

Cost of "©rat ion of Gas Engin and Generator Unit at
Champaign Office of Home Telephone Company.
E I Watts E I Watts
530 19 1060 538 18.0 968
533 17 910 538 18.6 1000
537 22 1182 538 21.5 1159
538 21 1130 539 22.0 1186
538 21 1130 540 21.8 1178
540 22 1188 541 20.ffi 1114
540 22 1188 541 22. 1190
541 23 1243 541 24.0 1298
559 20.8 1123 541 22.9 1239
541 20.8 1125 541 23.0 1243
540 21 1134 542 26.0 1406
539 21.4 1153 542 23.8 1289
540 22 o 7 1224 542 22.0 1202
540 22.8 1232 542 23.0 1246
542 20.7 1123 540 23.0 1242
541 23.5 1272 Average watts = 1169
542 21.0 1142 98.75 cu. ft. of gas in 39 min
542 22.0 1192 2.53 cu. ft. per min..
543 19.2 1043
,
2.53 X 60 _ 13Q cu>
1.169
ft. per K.
542 22.5 1263 Gas cost $1.25 per 1000 ft.
541 22.0 1190 130 2 1.1000
— = 16.25 cts. cost
541 19.6 1060 charging battery with gas engi
541
-teds—
20.1 1136 generator unit.
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COST OP OPERATING SWITCHES
No. of calls per day - 5500
K.W. hrs. for entire exchange for 24 hrs. «" 4.75
Average pressure = 47.5 volts.
Average current = 4.16 amperes.
Current to operate Harmonic set = .75 amperes.
Current for switches = 3.41 amperes.
K.W. per day for operating switches and talking = 3.88 K.W.
Cost per day assuming 70^ efficiency for storage batteries
7 Oft y R PR
and 7.08 cts. for D.C. at batteries m
? q
1 = 39.3 cts.
This assumes that the charging is done with rectifier as
it is used if possible.
5500
= 140 calls for one cent. This gives the cost of
39.3
electrical energy to preform the operation of making connection
made by the girls in the manual exchange. This cost value per
call is probably large as the current used by the toll boards
was not accounted for, neither was the current used for conver-
sation by the automatic exchange.

33.
TROUBLES
To obtain some ration basis for further comparison with
manual exchange the trouble records of the Champaign office were
carefully examined, with the following results:
The total number of cases of trouble reported and detect-
ed from Jan. 1,1908 to April 1, 1908 was 512.
48.6$ of this was line trouble, the insulation resistance
of the single party lines being maintained over 130,000 ohms
and that of the party lines at over 300,000 ohms.
IB. 9^ of the trouble was found in the telephone substa-
tions of such nature as would have also occured in manually
operated systems, ie: open receiver cords, defective induction
coils, short circuited condensers, or bad adjustment of bells.
13.7c/a of the trouble was of a tempory or Imaginary nature
such that no traces of it were found by inspector when testing.
The trouble due to the automatic calling devises on the
substations gave rise to 21.8$ of the trouble and tv/o per cent
of the recorded troubles were found in the exchange, showing
that less than one fourth of the entire trouble was due to th©
automatic features of the installation.
The trouble as found in the automatic calling devise came
from four different sources: 58.3$ being due to imperfect ad-
justment of the switching springs in the telephone, 13<j was due
to the springs "governing the length of the impulses sent over
the line, 18$ was due to improper speed of the dial, and the
other Itfp was due to defective lockout devices on the party line

telephones.
The number of telephones In use during this period increas-
ed from 898 on Jan. 3 to 935 on Mar. 19.
The records show that 46.4$ of the trouble was detected
at the exchange so that the average subscriber should not find
anything wrong with his telephone oftener than once in eight
months.
The company empoys two line men to take care of the out-
side trouble at Champaign, one giving all his time to the country
lines, the other talcing care of the lines of the automatic sys-
tem. There is also an inspector who "shoots trouble" in the sub-
stations and repairs all automatic sub. sets. The exchange pro-
per is cared for by one capable man, who acts as wire chief and
trouble clerk, and yet finds time to keep switches, Harmonic set
ringing machine and batteries in good working order. The toll
board, farmer lines and information are operated between 6 A.M.
and 9 P.M. by four girls. The entire exchange is cared for from
9 P.M. to 6 A.M. by the night man. The company also employs an
expert cable splicer and helper: they look after trouble in
the cables, and string the outside wires for new phones.

CONCLUSIONS
The first cost, of installing the automatic systen is
slightly greater than for the manual system. The automatic sys-
tem costs about $35 per line while the manual costs about #25
per line, for medium sized exchanges.
The cost of operation of the automatic is much less than
in the manual, since all telephone operators are done away with.
There is a slight increase in the expence of keeping up the lines
but this increase is small compared with the exchange maintanence
decrease.
The depreciation is lively to be about the same in the
automatic as in the manual. There are no parts which wear out
quidkly in the automatic system such as the cords in the manual
exchanges. The University of Illinois exchange which has been
in operation for 5 years now has never had one of its switches
replaced, and its connectors, some of wMch have handled 48,000
calls appear to be in as good shape as when new.
The only part of the switches which ever was replaced was
the release magnet spring. It was found necessary to replace
these on three of the connectors.
All switches are so connected that any of the parts may
b© eaisly replaced as soon as they wear out. The depreciation
does not seem to be very important however becauses the chances
are that the apparatus will be taken out before it is entirely
worn out ,to be replaced by apparatus of a later and better
type. This is true of both automatic and manual systems
The investigations of the Champaign and Urbana exchanges,

60 .
seem to indicate that the system works very well and gives sat-
isfaction to the subscribers.
The mechanisms of the exchange and the subscriber's sets
remain in fairly good adjustment without any very great main-
tenance expense.
The general conclusion is that the automatic telephone
exchange system, gives better and quicker service to the sub-
scriber than the manual system and that the maintenance cost
is considerably reduced, but that the installation of the auto-
matic system costs a little more than the installation of the
manual system.
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